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Nintendo Switch Game Analysis: 

 

A. Name of the game: 

 

Arms 

 

B. Write down a summary of what the game is about: 

 

Arms adds a unique spin to the fighting genre. It offers fast pace combat in which you complete 

mini games and fight opponents using different spring powered fists. 

 

C. Describe what the player does in the game: 

 The player takes control of one of the 15 characters and enters an arena in which the   

 character completes a mini game or defeats an opponent to move on. 

D. If the game includes some kind of exploration activity describe how this is done: 

   

N/A 

 

E. If the game includes some kind of puzzle solving describe how the player solves puzzles: 

 

N/A  

 

F. If the game includes some kind of combat describe how the combat system works: 

 

The combat consists of 3 different modes one verses one, two verses two, and boss mode were 

multiple team up to defeat one more powerful enemy. At the start of a fight the player is given a 

choice of three different weapons. For example, you might use a chakram weapon which makes 

your punches curve more. The character can punch with each arm individually or punch with 

them both to preform a grab that does extra damage. The character can also block incoming 

attacks and dash to avoid an attack. 

 

G. If you can play this game with other players describe how multiple people can play the game at 

the same time: 

 

Multiple people can paly this game at one time be either going into the online mode and playing 

with people all around the world or two people can play on one system by entering multiplayer 

and either working together to fight opponents or fighting against each other. 
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H. Was this a fun game to play? Why or why not. 

 

This game can be fun depending on the person, however I personally did not enjoy this game. I 

think this would be a great fighting game for a family and is really easy to understand, but for 

me there just wasn’t enough to do and the absence of move combos which are present in most 

fighting games the combat wasn’t engaging. Also, even if the enemy is standing still tour 

punches miss a lot the just curve around them and it can be very frustrating. 

 

I. If you think that the game could be better, explain how you think it could be better: 

 

This game could be better if there were abilities and things to do wile in combat.  

 

J. If you had problems when playing the game, what were the problems: 

I also experienced some problems wile playing. Sometimes I would be using motion controls and 

I would just randomly stop moving and I couldn’t move for a few seconds.  


